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Susan Erskine-Jones
PAINTER, PRINT MAKER

“I believe it is often commonplace settings that trigger our
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memories and reawaken the associated emotions to our
consciousness. It is these ties to the seemingly mundane that
I acknowledge in my work as they are the physical markers
in the shaping of our lives.”
Susan Erskine-Jones was born near Cape Town and

Drawing Closer I | 37cm x 40cm | Collograph

grew up in the shadow of Table Mountain where she studied
painting and printmaking. Whilst Susan has made the UK
her home for the last twenty years her roots are clear in her
evocative land and seascapes reﬂecting the wide ocean views
and expansive skies of her childhood.
A recent trip back to South Africa triggered a new
development in Susan's work. Her current paintings include
the same techniques of layering and texture which have
always held her interest but her interiors evoke a sadness and
a gentle nostalgia. The recently vacated scenes hint at the
themes of identity, memory and loss. The diffused light and
simple objects combine perfectly with the depth of careful
layering, mark-making and collage.
Drawing Closer II | 37cm x 40cm | Collograph
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The Room Upstairs | 46cm x 56cm | Oil on collaged board

As the days get warmer | 80cm x 56cm | Oil on Canvas

The Music Stool | 46cm x 56cm | Oil on collaged board
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Sarah Russell
PAINTER, PRINT MAKER

The series Ancient Paths considers the underlying structure
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of the land and how the boulders push through like a huge

Primordial Ties | 20cm x 24cm | Monoprint

skeleton, bringing something far more brutal to mind.
Sarah is interested in the secrets the land can yield, the
power of the ancient past and the fragility of those who are
on its surface.
“Spending quiet time listening to the land and
getting the right feeling is important. Recreating it later in
the studio fusing it with memories and emotions allows my
work to become more abstract.”
Sarah is a printmaker and painter who studied at
Bristol where she lived for 10 years before returning to

Within | 11cm x 14cm | Monoprint

Bedfordshire. Printmaking has become the main focus
although painting is also an important part of her practice,
with an obvious overlap of textures, layering and markmaking which remain constant in her work. Although her
monoprints are intuitive and emotional, drawing (with
pencil, charcoal or paint) outside is the first crucial stage of
Sarah’s working practice.
The Disconnect | 11cm x 14cm | Monoprint
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Rising Unknowns | 37cm x 37cm | Monoprint

The Sentinel | 37cm x 37cm | Monoprint
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Victoria Johns

PAINTER, PRINT MAKER
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Victoria’s art practice focuses on Mixed Media Painting and
Printmaking. She ﬁnds these two disciplines complement
and inform each other and allow for a wider exploration of
subject matter.
“Currently my inspiration is taken from maps, aerial
views, town & city scapes and architecture. I have always been
intrigued by detail and am drawn to depicting my chosen
focus of attention in a way the viewer may not have
considered before.”
By using a sketchbook and a camera she isolates
shape, space, composition, quality of line or enticing
texture. This process of observation will often translate into a
multilayered artwork.
Victoria has also been exploring permanent versus
temporary within these environments. Aerial views can reveal
the gradual changes and adjustments to our land over time.
You might see the remains of iron age settlements alongside
modern road networks; the boundaries that carve up our
spaces are forever shifting. She also considers the more
temporary impact on our streets, those that happen everyday
with the individual repetitive journeys made by us in our daily
routines, as well as how urban planning inﬂuences our
movements around towns & cities.

Painting details

Historical Layering II | 21cm x 15cm | Monoprint

Historical Layering III | 21cm x 15cm | Monoprint

Historical Layering IV | 21cm x 15cm | Monoprint
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We are a group of professional artists who meet regularly to draw and print together, discuss our work and challenge and
support each other. Whilst we work with different themes and preoccupations there are also common threads. We are striving
to make an honest expression of our personal view of reality; both internal and external. Sometimes this means doing
residential workshops together and spending time away from home immersing ourselves in our work. We exhibit regularly,
as a group and with others and have gallery representation.
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